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Abstract 
By argumenting first-order logic with monadic partition quantifiers we get a new family of 
extended logics. They are strictly weaker in expressive power than monadic second-order logic, 
have some good semantic features and offer better specification formalisms for studying finite 
automata nd forlnal languages. 
O. Introduction 
The expressive power of first-order logic (FO) is quite limited. It can only describe 
the "local" or "bounded" properties [1, 12]. From the viewpoint of computer science 
(CS) the crucial weakness of FO is the lack of recursive mechanism. Then various 
extensions of FO or its fragments have come to light, e.g. TCL, LFPL and Datalog, 
to name a few. They all join the recursive constructs directly to FO or its fragements. 
The introduction of partition quantifiers was originally motivated by mathematical con- 
siderations quite distant from CS; however, it has accomplished the same goal by an 
indirect but simple route: negation of partitions as induction [30]. 
The monadic partition quantifiers (without cardinality restriction) were proposed in 
1991 by H.-D. Ebbinghaus, and might be traced back to Malitz quantifiers Q~,,n [22]. 
P-logics have relatively strong expressive power. A series of interesting non-FO prop- 
erties can be defined in them, e.g. the modular counting over ordered structures, the 
reachability and n colorability of finite graphs, torsion freeness of groups, Peano induc- 
tion principle and tree induction, regular languages, and even some forms of LFPLs, 
among others. On the other hand they are strictly weaker than second-order logic (SO) 
(for monadic case, see [34]) and retain some better model-theoretic properties, such 
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as a simple form of colored pebble game and downward L6wenheim-Skolem-Tarski 
theorem (L-S-T,[), [17, 28, 34]. 
Btichi established the well-known relationship between the recognizability by finite 
automata over finite or omega words and the definability in monadic second-order 
logic MSO (or S1S) [4, 5]. But in a sense MSO is a tool too strong or coarse to 
tackle some deliberate and subtle problems about regular languages (RL) above star- 
free level. Based upon the experience of model-theoretic logics and CS, people tend 
to search for weaker extended logics, which may have better samantic features as well 
as computational complexity for decision problems. 
In [35] the modular quantifiers were introduced, but their logic could only cover 
a proper (however meaningful) subset of RL. The authors analysed the possibility of 
designing a set of generalized quantifiers with modular counting ability and recursive 
machinery (as well) so that the whole family of RL could be described. Unexpectedly, 
we are able to realize the same intention through much simpler devices. The monadic 
partition logic L(MP) is adequate for describing finite automata over finite and infinite 
words; even its small fragment L(P l'1) (= (FO + TC I ) [28, 30] is sufficient o depict 
finite and infinite regular languages. 
It is well-known that there is a close and tight relationship between FO and star-free 
RL: the operations of FO correspond to the star-free extended rational operations of 
regular sets [23]; the classification of FO-definable word sets in terms of quantifier 
alternation-depth coincides with the classification of star free languages by dot-depth 
[25, 36]. Naturally the next step is to extend these relations to the levels above star 
free and FO; but Thomas [36] has already noted that MSO might not be an appropriate 
framework. Later in [2] a relationship between (FO + TC 1) and RL was discovered 
in an indirect way. It turns out that a direct translation between ~pl,1 (or TC 1) and 
star operation can be built up, and then an intimate relationship between L(P 1'1) = 
(FO + TC 1) and RL, just as those between FO and star-free RL, can be established. 
L(P 1,1) = (FO + TC l) may be the weakest regular extended logic for RL in the 
sense that the monadic transitive closure operator TC 1 can be defined in almost all 
known specification formalisms or query languages with recursive mechanism. And 
indeed L(P 1"1) holds some good model-theoretic properties w.r.t, MSO, its descriptive 
complexity is NL and a temporal version of it (just as FO is the underlying classical 
logic for PTL) has a tableau decision procedure (almost as simple as that of PTL) of 
PSPACE [33], while in case of MSO the complexity goes beyond elementary. 
Ehrenfeucht-Fra'iss6 game is one of the very few useful classical apparatus which 
survive the finite model theory. There are two forms of E-F game for TCL [7, 14]. 
In some cases, however, people imbed TCL (LFP) into stronger infinitary logic 5¢~o 
because the latter has a simpler E-F game. For P-logics this is absolutely unnecessary. 
We enjoy a succinct and easy-to-use colored pebble game [17, 34]. Its color-forgetful 
feature (in each new round of move, you may forget the old second-order coloring 
operations performed before, and need only keep in mind the executed FO opera- 
tions), which is due to the homogeneous constraints in the definition of P-quantifiers, 
makes it very close to that of FO. Here this colored pebble game will be used in the 
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model-theoretic proof (as per the pattern of Lachaer's [21]) of results that, for each for- 
mula of P-logics (with or without cardinal restriction), we can construct an automaton 
which accepts exactly the (co)-word structures of the given formula. 
The benefits of this research are of two-way. From the abundant wealth of automata 
and formal language theory, we can deduce (sometimes traight) interesting conclu- 
sions about monadic P-logics otherwise difficult to arrive at, such as, over finite word 
structure, a collapsing down and normal form theorem for the whole L(MP) whereas 
there exists an infinite quantifier hierachy inside L( -P  1,1) = (FO + pos TC l ). Con- 
versely a study of the hierarchy structure of L(P 1'1) over word structures (please do 
not confuse it with Immerman's collapsing result on (FO+TC) [18]), will shed new 
light on the fine structure of generalized star height. We hope this fine framework 
L(P 1,1 ) = (FO + TC 1 ) will offer a smart logic bomb for attacking some fundamental 
problems in the theory of regular languages, besides the algebraic apparatus. 
The remainder of the paper has four sections. After some basic notions, examples 
and preliminaries including the expressibility equivalence between 2-partition logic and 
TCL (Section 1), we will establish in Section 2 the relations between L(MP) and FA, 
L(P 1,1) and RL (over finite words). A concise introduction of the colored pebble game 
is also presented. In Section 3 the aforementioned conclusions are extended to B/ichi 
co-automata and regular co-languages. But we have to use L(MQ) with multi-partition 
extension of Malitz quantifiers instead of L(MP). The final section contains remarks 
about some further development. 1 
1. Definitions and examples 
First we introduce the monadic partition quantifiers without cardinal restriction, tak- 
ing p2,1 as an example. 
2,1 ! Definition. The semantic interpretation of Px, x,;ycp(x,x ;y)  is as follows: 
2,1 ~4 ~ P~,~,;yqO(x, x!; y) ~ there exists a partition of A 
(the universe o f~,  IAI ~>2): 
A =AI©A2, A~ ~ ~ ¢A2, such that for any a,a' EA1, b EA2, ~ ~ (p[a,a!,b]. 
The formula cp above may contain free variables other than x,x !, y, which remain 
free in formula p2'l~o. The quantifier rank of P 2,1 is (2+ 1), i.e. qr(P2'lcp) -- qr(qo)+3. 
Augmenting FO with quantifier p2,1 in the standard way [9] we obtain an extended 
logic L(P 2,1 ). 
1 The direct description of Kleene star operation by means of monadic transitive closure operator is a joint 
work. Particularly the first author formulates the binary relation EA(x, y) to bridge the "gap" between TC l 
and * operation (in Section 2), while collapsing L(MQF) down to L(P 1,1 ) in case of co-word structures (in 
Corollary 3.6) is due to the second author. The second author has taken no part in the other results. 
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In a similar way we can extend the definition to general cases of k-partition pnl,n2,...,nk 
(k~>2), picking ni elements from each partition subset Ai. For generality we may 
consider the cases where some partition subsets are empty. When all partition subsets 
are nonempty, we call it nontrivial interpretation. The opposite extreme is 1-partition, 
which just reduces to the case of first-order universal quantifier. We need not consider 
this trivial case 2 and assume at least two (designated) partition subsets are nonempty. 
Hence L(P 1,1 ) may be looked as a prime fragment of any partition logics. 
Let L(MP) be the extended logic obtained by joining all (countably many) monadic 
partition quantifiers (without cardinal restriction) to FO. 
11 Example. (1) (p := ~P~;5[(0 ¢ y)A(Sx) 7 k y)A(x  < y)], where S(x) is the successor 
function gl-definable from <. 
For each ordered field @, ~,~ ~ (p ¢=# Y is an Archimedean field. 
(2) I := ~P~;~[(0 ¢ y) A S(x) ¢ y] is just the Peano induction principle, while 
1,2 in the system with two successors and one constant symbol ~P~;y,y, [(e ~ y )A  
So(x) ¢ y A &(x) ¢ yt] is a local description of tree induction over full binary tree 
({0, 1}*, e,&,S2). 
(3) Consider successor structures with least element. 
Let co be the least element, a the successor relation. 
(i) Cyclic counting. W.l.o.g. we look at Mod3. 
/)2,2,2 [(Co • y A co • z) A VbI(G(N,H) ____+ bI • xI A u • z, ) Mod3 :---- . x, xt;y,yt;z,z, 
Agu(cr(y, u) ---+ u ¢ x' A u ¢ y')  A Vu(a(z, u) --+ u ¢ z' A u ¢ y')] 
(ii) In case of finite models, we can introduce last element cl. 
• 2,2 Even = Mod2 .= Px, x';>y' [(co ¢ y A cl ¢; x) A Vu(a(x,u) ---+ u ¢ x') 
Agv(o-(y, v) ~ v ¢ y')]. 
For finite successor structure ag, d ]= Even -( > ]A I is even• 
It is not difficult to describe Card(p, modq) (p < q), while Even= Card(0,mod2). 
In fact we can define Even using only one positive occurence of pl,l via TC, [30]. 
In a similar way we can describe Modn by one quantifier of _~p1,1. 
There are a lot of other interesting non-FO properties, say connectedness and 3- 
colorability of graphs, etc. which can be defined in L(MP). But there are also MSO- 
properties, e.g. Dedekind cut of linear orderings, which can not be L(MP)-definable 
[34]. 
We are going to introduce the monadic partition quantifiers with cardinality restric- 
tion, which are multi-partition extensions of Malitz quantifiers Qm, n. For later applica- 
tions we restrict ourselves in R0-interpretation. 
2 This extreme ease is useful in some cases; e.g. later when we relate partition with the states of finite 
automata, the 1-partition corresponds to one-state FA. 
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Definition. Q~,,...,n/~ (1~< # ~<k), the only difference from pn~,...,nk is the addition of car- 
dinal convention: the (th partition subset is infinite (IA:[ ~>b~0). 
When k = 2 and # = 1, it reduces to Malitz Qnl,,2. A variation form Q~,...,~,k (0 # 
F C{1,2 . . . . .  k}), which means the union of partition subsets with subscript belongs to 
F is infinite, is suitable for describing Bfichi automata. 
Obviously two families {O~' ...... ~: l~<f~<k} and {Q~ ...... ~: (3 #Fc{1, . . . , k}}  are 
definable from each other. When F : {1,2,.. . ,k}, Q~l,...,nk reduces to pn,,...,nk (over 
infinite structures). 
Let L(MQF) denote the extended logic obtained from FO by incorporating all (count- 
ably many) monadic partition quantifiers Q]~,...,n~. 
Proposition 
L(pos, MP) < MZ~ (monadic existential 2nd-order logic), 
L(MP) <~L(MQF ) < MSO (over infinite ordered structures). 
The strict version can be proved by either colored pebble game or L-S-T+ for L(MP). 
See [28, 34]. 
The concepts of partition quantifiers can also be extended to nonmonadic cases, e.g. 
1,1 1 1 Pk concerns 2-partition of the Cartesian product A ~ of the universe A. L(P k' )~ denotes 
the extended logic augmenting FO with all 2-partition quantifiers p2,1 (1 ~<k < o)). It is 
quite interesting to note that the 2-partition logic possesses the same expressive power 
as that of transitive clasure logic, stratified linear Datalog, GraphLog as well as logic 
extended by narrow Hankin quantifier, cf. [3, 7, 14, 30]. We need only the following 
special case later. 
Fact 
L(negP l'J ) : (FO + pos TC 1 ), 
L(P  1'1 ) = (FO + TC 1 ). 
TClx,ycp(x,y) denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the definable binary relation 
q)(x,y), i.e. [TClx,/P(x,y)](u,v) ~ there exist xo,xl . . . . .  xn (n < ~o) such that x0 = u, 
xn = v, and ~9(Xi,Xi+l) for all i < n. Especially, TC 1 may be viewed as a kind of 
dual of/o1,1. Note, however, pl,1 is a generalized quantifier while TC 1 is a predicate 
transformer. For more about TCL and P-logics, see [14, 17, 18, 28, 30-32, 34]. 
2. L(MP) and finite automata 
Given finite alphabet Z # (~. Without loss of generality we may consider only 
nonempty words (E Z + = Z* - (e ) ) .  First we build a 1-1 corresponding between word 
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w E ~+ and finite word structure 9.Iw, which is a variant of  the standard one in [21] 
or [35]. 
Let z~ = {<,Ra:  a C N}, where Ra is unany relation symbol. For w E N+, [w I = n, 
define 9.1w as follows: 
Its universe, Aw = {0, 1, 2 . . . .  , n}, 3 is the set of  positions of  all the letters in w 
plus an additional end position, which will be denoted by a new constant symbol 
max. < is the natural order in Aw. R~(i) means in ith position the label in w is the 
letter a. 
The first position min, end position max and successor elation a(x,y) are g l -  
definable from <.  Hence we may look gIw as a built-in successor structure (with 
first and last elements). 
On the other hand, for each (finite) successor z-structure 9.I satisfying 
A ~3x ( V Ra(x) ARb(x)) A \a6£  / 
which we call word structure, it is easy to see that there is some w E Z + with 9.Iw = N. 
Fix a finite automaton Jg. For each input w c X +, ~/g ives  rise to a run of  sequence 
of  states with length of  [w I + 1, which may be looked as Aw with a partition in the 
following way: J/ l  specifies a state for each position in Aw with initial state for first 
position min, and we obtain a partition of  Aw with respect to states such that the 
positions belonging to one partition subset possess the same state. Let x C Xj denote 
that in position x ~/~ specifies the state qj. 
Theorem 2.1. For each finite automaton ~/g = (S,Q, 6, qo,F), there exists an L(pos 
MP)-sentence ~o/d such that epic defines the regular language recognizable by Jd, i.e. 
for w E S +, w E ~(M)  ¢==> 9X~: ~ ~oa¢. 
Proof. Suppose Q = {qo, qi,...,q~}. We construct cp~g as follows. 
p2 2,..., 2 Ar l / 
CPM := y'o,y•;...;y,.,y'q/tYo, YO;" ' " ; Yr, Yr), 
where ~9 = t)l A t)2 A ~3, ~9i ~ FO (i = 1,2,3), describe -X{'s initial, final configurations 
and transition of  neighboring configurations under 6, respectively. 
3 [Awl = [w[ + 1 ~>2, which corresponds to the convention i the definition of P-quantifier that the power of 
the structure is ~>2. 
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First assume c5 is deterministic. 
F 
01 := A(min ¢ yi); 
i=1 
j=0 
1" 
:= A A 
aEZ j=O 
{aEZ:g~(a,qj)CF} 
= y j )ARa(X) -~+ A 
k¢i(a,j) 
where i(a,j) is the subscript of the state (~(a, qj). 
If 6 is nondeterministic, then it suffices to replace 
disconjunction i 02 by V R~(x), 
{ aE £,:6(a,qj )rqF #l~ }
conjunction A (Y 7; Y~) in 03 by V A (y ¢ Y£)" 
k¢i(a,j) {Aq/E~(a,qi)} k:¢l 
It is possible to apply p1,...,~ in (p,,# instead of P 2,,2, but the expression will be longer 
e.g. for deterministic 3 and set i = i(a,j), the A~=o[(x = yj)ARa(x) ---+ A~ci(y ¢ y~)] 
in 03 ought to be replaced by Aj#i[(x = yj) A (y = Yi) --+ Ra(x)] A Aj=i[(x = 
yj) A R~(x) -+ Ak¢i(Y ~ yk)]. When ~ is nondeterministic it turns out more involved. 
Hence (p/~ characterizes the accepting operation of .~: w E 5~(M) 4==~ J~ accepts 
w ,', ',, 9,Iw ~ (p~/~, for w E Z +. [] 
Note. There is only one positive occurence of p1,...,1 in opt/z, and 0 is a Vl-formula 
w.r.t, built-in successor structures. 
The converse of Theorem 2.1 also holds, as L(MP)<~ MSO. We shall give a model- 
theoretic proof, following the pattern of Ladner's approach [21] using games. 
Partition quantifiers belong to a special family of (monotone) Lindstr6m quantifiers. 
Hence in principle, their logics have Ehrenfencht-Fraiss6 game [9]. As they possess 
some particular features different from most commonly used quantifiers [19], we will 
introduce the E-F game for L(MP), also called colored pebble game. For simplicity 
we only treat a typical example fragment L(P 2,1 ). The general case L(P m,') follows in 
the same way. 
Suppose r is a finite relational vocabulary, d and N two z-structures. Let {, d be 
interpretations of constant symbols of ~ in d ,  N, respectively. The k-pebble L(P 2'1 ) 
game between ~4 and ~, denoted by G2'I(sJ,~), is a back and forth game by two 
players I and II. There are k pairs of pebbles (ub vl ) . . . . .  (uk, vk), and two play boards 
A,B (the universes of s¢, N). The rules of play are as follows: 
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In each round of moves (first I then II) there are four choices: 
3-move. I puts some unused pebble ui on board A (over some element in A denoted 
as ui), and then II puts the corresponding pebble vi on B (over vi); 
V-move. Similar to B-move but with "reversed board", i.e. I puts vi on B and II puts 
ui on A. 
PZ,l-move. First I colors A with black and white, i.e. I partitions A: A = AbOAw,Ab 
0 ¢; Aw. And II does the same work on B: B = BbOBw, Bb 7 ~ ~) 7 L Bw. Then I takes three 
unused v-pebbles, put two of them on Bb, the other one on Bw. II takes corresponding 
u-pebbles, does the same work on Ab and Aw, keeping color correspondence. 4 
~PZ,lmove. Exchange the boards and pebbles of P2,1-move. 
Note. The u pebbles are always put on A, and v pebbles on B. When the numbers of 
the remaining pairs of pebbles is less than three only FO moves can be taken. When 
all k pairs of pebbles are used up the game ends. W.l.o.g. we assume that the pebbles 
will never be put on with overlaps. 
We say that II wins the game iff the correspondings u_i/~ v/(together with ( -+ d) 
determine a partial isomorphism between s~ and N. Otherwise I wins the game. II has 
a winning strategy, if for whatever I does, II will, following this strategy, always win 
2,1 the game (denoted as I Ic  G~ (d ,  ~) ) .  
Let d ~L(p2.k ,) ~ (k < co) mean that for any L(P 2'1 )['c] sentence 9 with quantifier 
rank r(cp)<<.k, s~' I = 9 ~ N ~- qo. 
--k Clearly ~L(p2,k ,) is equivalent o =L(p2,i). 
21 Lemma 2.2. d =L(p2,~--k ) ~ ~,  , HE G k' (sJ, ~) .  
The proof given below is somewhat different from that in [17]. It is instructive to 
compare our argument with those of most E-F games for FO, L(Q), etc. [10, 19]. Our 
approach is similar except for the final part, where the special features of partition 
quantifiers are heavily depended upon. 
Proof. We shall establish, by induction in a way adopted from [14], a more general 
result. For l ~<k, let 8 = al • - • ak-t  E A, b = bl " "  bk-l  E B, and ~ a sequence of new 
constant symbols with [2[ = k - l and ~°~ = ~, g~ = b, The following two statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) (~,8)~L(P~. l  l~(N,b)  (in short8  t ~); 
(ii) I IC G~' l((s~,8),(N,b)) .  
When l~<2 they reduce to FO cases, cf [10]. Suppose l/>3, we shall show that if, 
when i < l, (i) *=~ (ii) (taking i in place of l) then so does with i = l. (After that 
just take l = k we obtain Lemma 2.2 immediately.) 
4 We need not care the colorings or partitions in the moves before. This forgetful feature makes the pebble 
game for P-logic much simpler than back and forth game for MSO. 
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(ii) ~ (i): Suppose (~/,a) ~ ~b, r(O)<~l. The only nontrivial case need to be 
verified is ~b = p2,1 (p, where r(cp)~< l - 3 and (p may contain some new constants 
E ~. Based on (~,a)  ~ 2,1 Px.x,,yqO player I partitions A with black and white colors 
i.e. A = Ab0Aw and Ab }k (~ 7£ Aw (in short Ab]Aw) such that o(x, xl, y) is satisfied 
homogeneously over A 2 × Aw under (~¢,~). Player II colors, following her winning 
startegy (w.s.), B with BbIBw. Then for each (b, b', b") ~ B 2 x Bw (chosen by I) there is 
(a, a/, a") ~ A 2 ×Aw (chosen by II via w.s.) so that II~ Gl2J3 ((~l,-~aa'al,),(~, bbb'b")). 
From In. hyp. for each L(p2,~)[z tO ~] formula e(x, xl, y) of r(~)<~l - 3, (N,-b) 
c@,bl, b II] iff ( J ,a )  ~ e[a,d,a"]. Hence (p(x,x~,y) is satisfied uniformly on B 2 x Bw 
under (~,b),  i.e. (N,b) ~ 21 P2~,,y~°. 
(i) ~ (ii): Suppose (d ,a )  ~ L(p2 , l  I ) (~,b).  We have to illustrate the winning 
strategy of player II for /-pebble games. Similarly we need only to describe how II 
corresponds correctly when I first takes a p2'l-move. 
Assume player I colors A with Ab lAw. Set 
~AblAw := {(p(X,X",y) E L(p2'I)['c U ~] I r(~o)~<l - 3 
and for each (a,d,a") E A 2 x Aw, (s:,g,a) ~ (p[a,a',a"]}. 
~AblAw is non empty because (x = x) A (x' = x') A (y ~- y') ~ q~AblAw" Furthermore it is 
a finite set of formulas up to logical equivalence. In case of FO this is known already 
[10]. Using the following fact 
2,1 21 ?- Vx, x', y[~(x,x I, y) ~ p(x,x', y)] ' (P~,x,,~ ~ P2x,,yP) 
it is easy to verify the finiteness in case of L(P 2'1 ). 
Now AqS&lAw is well defined, r(ACbAblAw)<~l--3 and (~¢,~) ~ 2,1 Px, x'y A ~A'otA,~" Hence 
(,~, ~) ~ 2,1 Px,x',y A ~AbIA w, From this II can partition B with BblBw such that AqSAblA,, ' is 
satisfied uniformly on Bb 2 x Bw under (~, b). 
Claim. For each (b,b',b") E B~ × Bw (taken by I) there is (a,a',a '1) E A~ x Aw (as 
the proper choice for H) such that -dada" ~1-3 -6bb,b,. 
Otherwise there exists i ,, (b0, b 0, b 0) E B 2 x Bw satisfying that for all (a, a/, a") E A~ x 
Aw, ~aala" 5 ~1-3 -- t I1 bbobob o. In other words for each (a, al, a ") E A 2 x Aw there is a for- 
mula Oad¢,(x,S,y) such that r(O~a,~,,)<~l- 3, (~¢,~) ~- Oa¢~,,[a,a',a"] 
but (N,b)~Oda,,[bo, b~o,b*oq. Let ~gAblAw be the set of all such formulas 0a~'a". 
Again 7J&LAw is nonempty, finite and r(V~AbkAw)~l- 3. Obviously (sg,8) 
(V~AblA~)[a,d,a"] for all (a,d,a 'I) E A 2 x Aw, hence (VgtAulA,~) E ~bAul~4 w. From the 
construction of BbIBw and (bo, b'o,b'o I) E B 2 x Bw, (N,b) ~ (Vg'A~lAw)[bo, b'o,b'o']. On 
the other hand 
( a,a',a")EA~ ×Aw 
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Note 
A m~aa'a" ~ m(V ~AbiAw) 
(a,a',a1' )cA~ xAw 
and a contradiction comes out. 
Combining Claim with I I 's  winning strategy for the remaining ( l -  3)-pebble games 
given by In. hyp. we get what we need. [~ 
In a similar way Lemma 2.2 can be extended to the cases of multipartitions, L(MP), 
L(MQF) and even further to nonmonadic ase, see [17, 34]. In the case of L(Q)'""I), 
except the color correspondence, we must consider also the cardinality preservation 
(~>lR0) of the designated partition subset during the P-(or =P- )  moves. 
Corollary 2.3. -~  _k :L(MP) (:L(MQr)) is preserved under finite disjoint (ordered) union of  
z-structures. 
/7 Definition. For u, v E X +, u ~L(Me) V iff 9A, --=~(MP) 9A~. 
We shall write it as u ~n v, when no confusion occurs. 
Lemma2.4 .  (i) Suppose u,v,w,w ~ E X +. I f  u ~/7 v, w N/7 w t, then uw N ~ vw ~, 
particularly uw ~/7 vw. 
(ii) There exists a constant C(n). For each u E 27+ there is v E S + such that 
Ivl <~ C(n) and u ~ v. 
Proof  (sketch). (i) Follows by Corollary 2.3. The arguments are similar to those in 
[21]. 
(ii) Take C(n) to be the finite index of -];(MP) equivalence classes. Via (i) and a 
standard pigeonhole argument, similar to that of pumping lemma, we can get what we 
need. [] 
I f  in z there are only finite ( ~> 1) unany relation (including constant) symbols except 
~<, we call it a monadic order vocabulary. 
Theorem 2.5. Let ~ be a monadic order vocabulary. For each L(MP)[~]-sentence ~o, 
we can effectively construct a (deterministic)finite automaton/d ,  such that 2#(Jd) = 
{w x+[ 9Xw 
Proof. Let S be such that z = { < ; Ra I a E 27}. N is finite (¢  0). 
Define Q. Suppose n = qr(cp). For each w E X +, [w]/7 := {u E S + : u ,-~/7 w}. 
Q := {[w]/7 : w E X +} u {q0}. From Lemma 2.4(ii), IQI < o. 
Define & ~(qo, a) = [a]/7 (a C N); 6([w]n,a) = [wa]n, (w ~ S+). 
By Lemma 2.4(i), c~ is well-defined. Clearly ~ is deterministic and 6(qo, w)= [w]~. 
Let F := {[w]~ : 9.Iw ~- (?, w E 27+}. When (p is not consistent with the sentence 
characterizing word structures, F = 13. Then it is easy to construct an automaton 
accepting empty language 13. So we assume (p has word-model and F ¢ 13. 
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Claim. ~ = (Z,Q, 6, qo, F) is what we need. 
Suppose u E S ( J ) ,  i.e. 6(qo, u) = [u]n E F. From the construction of F, there is a 
w E Z +, 9.Iw ~ qo and [w],, = [u],~. The latter means w ~" u, i.e. 9.Iw =n 9.14. As --L( MP ) 
qr(~o)<<.n, 9Xu ~ qo. 
Conversely, if 9.1w ~- qo (w E Z+), then 6(qo, w) = [w]~ E F. Hence w E S(J¢{). [] 
For empty word e we define the word structure ~I~ to consist of universe {max} 
with ~Ra(max) for all a C Z. The interpretation of P-quantifiers in N~ is reduced to 
the trivial case of 1-partition. We have by Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 
Corollary 2.6. Let S C_ X*. 5~ is regular language iff there is an L(MP)[z]-sentence 
(p (where z --- {<,Ral  a c ~}) such that ~ = {w E ~*1 ~ ~o}. 
Other immediate consequences are (1) one of the Robustness of FA: DFA and 
NFA possess the same recognizability; (2) the closureness of regular languages under 
Boolean operations. 
On the other hand from the well-known properties about regular languages we may 
conclude some results for L(MP). 
In the following we consider finite r-structures, where z is a monadic order vocab- 
ulary. We denote by L(posMP) the fragment of L(MP), in its formulas each monadic 
partition quantifier occurs positively. Similarly for (FO+ pos TC 1 ) = L(ne9 p1,1) versus 
(FO q- TC I ) = L(P 1'1 ). Over word-structures, 
Corol lary2.7.  (1) L(posMP)[z] is closed under negation, and furthermore 
L(pos MP)[z] = L(MP)[z] = MSO[z]; 
(2) (Normal form theorem for L(MP)[z]) Each L(MP )[z] formula is finitely equiv- 
alent to a normal form p1 ... 1 xl,.'.,xk~b(Xl,...,Xk), where 0 is a Vl-formula (w.r.t. built-in 
successor structures). 
Corollary 2.8. (1) The problem of finite equivalence between any two L(MP)[z]- 
sentences is decidable. 
(2) For any L(MP)[z]-sentence ~p, the problems of whether q) has finite model and 
the number of (f  s finite models is finite or infinite are decidable. 
(3) In L(MP))[z] the set of finitely valid sentences is recursive. 5
Remark.  The monadic order vocabulary z, i.e. S1S, can be extended to $2S (or SnS), 
and the main results (related to tree automata) remain to be true [31]; but when we 
loosen the order " < " in z to a binary (graph) relation, then L(posMP) is no longer 
closed under negation ~. As Fagin showed Conn ~ MXI(E MH~) [111. Hence Conn 
L(posMP) (E L(negPl ' l ) ) ,  here Conn denotes the connectedness of graphs. 
Based on the similarity between FO connectives ~, A, V, ~ and extended rational 
operations ~,M, U,. of regular sets McNaugton and Papert built up the expressive 
5 Compare Trahktenbrot Theorem: the set of finitely valid FO sentences (in general) is not r.e. 
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equivalence between the star freeness of regular languages and their FO definability 
[23]. Thomas [25, 36, 37] established later a finer correspondence b tween the quantifier 
hierarchy in FO and the dot-depth stratification i star-free RL. There is also a likeness 
between monadic TC operator and Kleene star operation. They are simply a simple 
kind of recursion. Bargury and Makowski set up the equality of expressive power 
between (FO + TC 1 ) and RL, by means of 2-way automata nd MSO. However after 
bridging a technical gap between those two notions which we call "Shift" we are able 
to make a direct translation between them, and then a finer stratum correspondence 
between L(P 1'1 ) = (FO + TC I ) and RL. 
During translation if ~pl,1 is applied the manipulation may be a little easier but 
the intuitive background will be lost. So we prefer here TC 1. For simplicity we shall 
identify word w with its word structure 9.iw. 
(1) By a relativizing procedure we define, for each formula ~o, a formula Oe(x,y) 
(x, y (~ Vf( q) ) ) inductively, such that w ~ ~e(x, y ) ~ w[x, y] ~ q~ and x <~ y, where 
w[x, y] is the closed section of w between x and y. 
O~(x,y) := (x<~z<.y)A q), for atomic cp = q)(z), 
~,,(x, y) := ~O~(x, y), 
4,~,A~2(x, y ) :=  O~,(x, y) A O~2(x, y), 
O3z~(x,y) := 3z[x<~z<~y /~t~,p(x,y)], 
O[TC;](s,t)(X, y )  1= (X ~ S ~ t <~ y A [TC 1 ~te](s, t)). 
Note. It is better to look x and y in 0e(x, y) as bound parameters, o (O~o(x, y))(~) = 
O~o(T) (x,.y) means 0,p (x, y )(~) A (x ~< ~ ~ y). 
Clearly Oe so defined meets the requirement. 
(2) Suppose A C X* is a nonempty regular set. Define a binary relation EA as follows. 
EA(x,y) := [ (x~y) /~ (x = min)/~ O~oA (x, y)] 
V[(x < y)/~ (x ¢ min) A O~A(x + 1,y)], 
where q)A is the sentence defining A (i.e. w E A ~ w ~ q)A), by inductive 
hypothesis. 
Let (Po be the FO-sentence that characterizes word structures. 
~o0 := ~ (x ¢ x), 
qO{a } := 3x[Ra(x) AVy(y = a)] (a E 22), 
q)Au8 := (PA V (PB, 
~OA.B := (P0 /~ 3z[~% (min, z) A ~beB(z + 1,max)], 
qo~A := ~(p~, 
q)A+ := [TClx,yEA(X, y)](min, max), 
qOA* := q0A+ V ~00 (assume Modq~0 = {e}). 
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(3) The opposite direction is simple. For each binary global predicate qo(x,y), define 
Ae := {w E £+ I w ~ (p(min, max)}. 
(A~) 2 := (w E E+[w ~ ~z[min ~<z < max Aqo(min, z)/~ ~o(z + 1,max)]}. 
Similarly define (Ae) n (n < w) inductively. 
By the definition of TC 1 operator, (A~0) + = A~ t2 A 2 U A 3 U . . -  just corresponds 
to [Tlx,yE~(x,y)](min, max), where E~(x,y) = [(x~<y)/~ (x = min)/~ (p(x,y)] V [(x < 
y)/~ (x y£ min)/~ qo(x + 1, y)]. 
Let the P-quantifier (or TCl-operator) depth of formula ~0 E L(P 11 ) (or (FO+TC 1 )) 
be the least number of {P-rank (or TCl-rank) of ~or: qo r is finitely equivalent to ~0}, 
where P-rank (TCl-rank) of qo ~ is the largest number of the nested P-quantifiers (or 
TC ~ operators) in ~0 ~. We will drop the prefix P or TC 1 and just say quantifier ank 
and quantifier depth when no ambiguity occurs. Please note their formats are similar to 
the notions of star height about (extended) rational expressions and regular sets. Now 
we have 
Theorem 2.9. Kleene star operation just matches with TC 1 operator or negative p1,1 
quantifier. For fixed ~ ¢ 0 
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the quantifier depth hierarchy in 
L+(negP l'l )[zr] and (strict) star height stratification in RL sets (with strict oprations 
U,N,. and *) over E. 
(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the quantifier depth hierarchy 
in L(P 11 )[~] and the generalized star height stratification in RL sets (with extended 
operations ~, U, ~,., and . )  over E. 
(3) MSO [zr] = L(MP)[zz] = L(P l'l)[zz] = L+(negP 1'1)[~z], (FO + +pos TC 1)['c2] 
is closed under negation. 6
By recent results about (strict) star height (see, say, [24]), we have 
Corollary 2.10. For monadic order vocabulary z
(1) It is effectively decidable whether a given L+(negpl,1)[z] sentence has quant- 
tier-depth of one. Furthermore there is an algorithm to compute the quantifier-depths 
of L + (neg P 1,1)[~] formulas ( Hashiguchi). 
(2) It is decidable whether a TC ~ operator in given (FO +pos TC 1)[z] sentence can 
be substituted by FO-operations (in fact by V and 3, w.r.t, finite equivalence) (K. 
Hashiguchi and I. Simon, finite power property). 
(3) Inside (FO + pos TC 1) = L(negP 1,1) there is an infinite P-quantifier hierar- 
chy (RL sets have infinite star height hierarchy w.r.t, strict rational operations and 
additional complement operation restricted to star free sets makes no changes. )
Remark. Immerman claims there is a collapsing of the iteration of TC operator in 
(FO< + posTC) [18]. If we drop the order constraint over finite structures, Gr/idel 
6 In L+(negP 1,1) negP 1,1 is not merely ~pl,1, but means aspecial dual form of TC I, see [28, 30, 17]. 
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argues that an infinite quantifier hierarchy exists in pos TCL = (FO + posTC), [14]. 
Now (3) declares that the same is true inside the monadic fragment of pos TCL, even 
in case of finite ordered structures. 
Now the open problem of generalized (or extended) star height can be rephrased as a 
finite-model-theoretic question: are there any collapsing phenomena in the P-quantifier 
hierarchy of L(P 1'1 )[z~]? If the answer is No then try to find an algorithm for deciding 
the P-quantifier depth of any given L(P 1,1 )[z~] sentence. This formulation reflects our 
consciousness concerning the present situation of GSH problem. 
3. L(MQF) and Biichi automata 
Biichi automata (BA) are a kind of nondeterministic f nite automata ~ = (X, Q, q0, 
A,F), which recognize (accept) an co-word w E Z °) iff there is a run of ~( such that 
some states infinitely occurring in this run belong to F, which is called a successful 
run. The co-languages accepted by Bfichi automata re called the regular co-languages. 
There are intimate relations between regular co-languages and regular languages, e.g. 
5~(_C S °)) is a regular co-language <::::> 5~ = UiAi • B~, where Ai,Bi C_ Z + is regular, 
Ui is finite union. 
The construct of co-word structure is standard, without adding a new position as in 
case of finite word, see [21, 35]. 
Theorem 3.1. For each Biichi automaton M/d= (X,Q,A,qo,F), there is an L(MQF)- 
sentence (p~, such that for any w E X ~°, w E ~°°(Jd) (i.e. Jg accepts w) 
9X,~ ~= ~o~. 
Proof. Suppose Q = {qo, ql .... ,qr}. We define (P/d as follows. 
(P~ := Ql'l~;i~')...,y, ~b(y0,''" ,yr), where ~b := q~l A 03, the subscript F of QF is the set 
of subscripts of "final" states in F, the variable Y0 takes values in X0 (= X% ¢ O) 
which is the partition subset of positions with initial state q0. 
F 
~1 1= A(min # Yi); 
i=1 
~'3 is the same as those in proof of Lemma 2.1, in case for non-deterministic ransition 
relation A. 
Note. The description of Btichi accepting condition is specified through the quantifier 
Q~...,1 (N0-interpretation). 
Similar to Lemma 2.1, it is easy to verify that 5f°) (~)  = {w C 2;'1 9Xw ~ (pro}. [] 
For Muller automaton (~, Q, q0, A, ~) ,  where ~ is a collection of final state sets. 
The Muller acceptance can be described by 
V ( A ,')0, 
FE~ fcF  
where 0 is the same as that in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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For the converse of Theorem 3.1, we first define, for given 2; and n, a deterministic 
finite semi-automaton ~ = (22, Q, qo, 6), where Q = {[x]n[ x ~ z +} u {q0}, 6(qo, a)=- 
[a]n (a E ~), 6([x]n, o-) = [xa]n. Hence 6(qo,x) = [x]n (x ~ ~+). 
Definition. For a,b E Q - {qo}, 
Wn(a,b) := {x E N ~ : ex. mt < m2 < " -  < mi < ""  such that x(1,ml)  E a, 
x(mi, mi+l) E b (i~>1)}, 
where, if x=ala2  . . .  an ""  am "" ,  then x(n,m) =anan+l "'" am-1. 
Following the way of [21], 
Lemma 3.2. (i) For any x E X~, there are a,b E Q - {q0}, such that x E Wn(a,b); 
n (or denoted as x ~n y); (ii) I f  x, y E Wn(a,b), then x ~'~L(MQ~) Y 
(iii) For each z E Xo~, there exist x, y E Z + such that Ixl, [Yl <<-C(n) and z ~n x. yO~, 
where C(n) is the finite index of  ~(Mp)-equivalence classes (see Lemma 2.4). 
Proof. (i) Follows by An application of Ramsey's theorem, similar to that of Lemma 
5.1 in [21]. 
(ii) Assume x ,y  E Wn(a,b), x = x lx2"" ,  y = Y lY2"" ,  where xi, Yi E ~,+ and xi E a 
(or b) ¢==> Yi E a (or b), hence xi ~n yi. Now for each L(MP)-game --n~L(MP)¢"t~i, yi" )
(i = 1,2 . . . .  ), player II possesses a winning strategy, from which II may get a winning 
strategy for G~(MP)(x,y). Furthermore the projection of MQ~-coloring of x (or y) on 
each finite section xi (or yi) is a MP-coloring of xi (of course it is possible that over 
some xi, the projection is mono-chromatic, then xi ~n Yi is in fact corresponding to 
FO-game). Then we can glue the MP-colorings on yi's, each of which is corresponding 
to that on xi via xi ~n yi, piecewise together to obtain a corresponding MQe-coloring 
on y (or x). Hence from the local L(MP)-game between xi and yi, we have a global 
L(MQe)-game for x and y. 
(iii) From (i) there are a,b E Q - {q0}, such that z E Wn(a,b). By Lemma 2.4(ii), 
there are x ,y  E Z+, Ixl, lyt<<.C(n) and x E a, y E b. Hence xy  °~ E Wn(a,b). Now we 
get z ~n xyCO by (ii). [] 
From ~/~ we further construct a nondeterministic semi-automaton ~ = (Q x Q x 
Q,X,A,(qo, qo, qo)), where the transition relation A is defined as follows: for a E 2;, 
b,c E Q, a E Q-  {qo}- 
A((qo, q0, c), a) = {(q0, qo, (5(c, a)), (6(c, 6), qo, q0)}, 
= ~ (a,b, 6(c,~))} if b ¢ 6(c,a); 
A((a,b,c) ,a)  
L {(a,b, 6(c,~)),(a,b, qo)} if b = 6(c, cr). 
In other cases A takes value ~. 
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Note. The construction of A is somewhat simpler compared to that in [21]. We hope 
it will make J /~ 's  operation a little bit smoother in the initial part of the successful 
run .  
When the intuitive background of the operation of ~/g/~ is realized the following 
lemma is obvious. The proof is similar to that in [21]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let x C Z °~. x E Wn(a,b) iff there is a run of dg~  on x such that in this 
run (a,b, qo ) occurs infinitely often. 
Theorem 3.4. r is a monadic ordered vocabulary. For each L(MQF )[Z]-sentence ~o, we 
can construct effectively a Biichi automaton ._/Ee with 5f°~(J¢le) =- {x c S~[ 9,Ix 7 (P}, 
where S is determined from z. 
Proof. The definition of 22 is the same as in Theorem 2.5. Suppose n = qr(~o). Con- 
struct Bfichi automaton -/¢le = (d/l °), Fe) where Jg~ is defined as above, the accepting- 
state set F~ is defined as follows: 
F~ := {(a,b, qo)lthere is x E S ~° with 9Xx ~ ~o and x E W~(a,b)}. 
By Lemma 3.2(i) and (ii), Fe is well-defined. Similar to the case in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5, we can suppose, w.l.o.g., (p has £~o word models, hence F~o ¢ (3. 
I fx  C ~o( .~e) ,  by Lemma 3.3 we have (a,b, qo) E Fe and x E Wn(a,b) for some 
a,b E Q - {q0}. Hence there is y E N ~ with ~ly ~ (p and y c Wn(a,b). By Lemma 
3.2(ii), x ~n y. From the Ehrenfencht-Fraiss6 theorem for L(QF), 9.Ix =--[(MQF) 9.Iy, so 
%h-e. 
Conversely if x E N °) and 9.Ix ~ (p, from Lemma 3.2(i), there are a, b E Q - {q0} 
such that x E W~(a,b). So (a,b, qo) C Fe. From Lemma 3.3 x is accepted by ( .~ ,Fe) .  
[] 
The Biichi automaton constructed above is nondeterministic, and in general it is 
impossible to construct a deterministic one as in case of Theorem 2.5. For the co- 
languages, the class accepted by DBAs is a proper subclass of those accepted by 
(N)BAs (see [37]). 
On the other hand, similar to FA case, from Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 we can deduce 
normal form and MSO collapsing, etc. for L(MQF)[z]. 
Corollary 3.5. Let ~ be finite monadic ordered vocabulary, over co-word structures 
(1) L(posMQF)[Z] is closed under negation, and furthermore L(posMQF)[V] = 
L(MQF )['c] = MSO[z]. 
(2) normal form of L(mQF)[z]-formulas." Q)...,l O, where ~ is Vl-formula. 
(3) L(MQF) (particularly L(MP)) theory of (co, <)  is decidable. 
Again as in Section 2 we can reduce L(MQF) down to L(P 1'1 ) in case of co-word 
structures. Key role is played by a variant of McNaughton's theorem: 
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An co-language L C Z ~° is regular (i.e. Bfichi recognizable) iff L is a finite union 
of sets U -  l~ where U, WCZ*  are regular, l~ := {w C Z°~IVx By (y>~x and 
w[0, y] • v/)}. 
First, similar to the case of finite words, we can inductively define, for each L(P 1"1 )
[zx] sentence (p, a formula ~b~ E L(P 1"1 ) [~x], such that 
for all co-words w • Z ~°, w ~ tp~[0,x] iff w[0,x] ~ (p. 
For each regular set U C_ Z*, we have an L(P l'l)[zz] (or L(posMP)[zx], in normal 
form) sentence (Pc. which captures U i.e. u E U ~ u ~- (p~.. 
From W = {w E Z°~[Vx~y (y>~x and w ~ ~b%~ [0, y])} we can see that (pw = 
Vx B y (y ~>x A ~b~0,~, (0,y)) must capture W. 
Now from McNaughton's result we conclude that L(P l'l)[zx] is enough to capture 
regular co-languages (c_ U°), and 
Corollary 3.6. MSO : L(MQp) : L(MP) = L(P 1,1 ) = L(posMQr) = L(posMP) = 
L(neg pl,1) (over co-word structures.) 
It is not clear whether there are any normal form in L(P 1'1 )[zx] (or L(MP)[zx]) similar 
to that in Corollaries 3.5 and 2.7. 
4. Final comments 
The succinctness of this partition notion implies perspective of applications in com- 
puter science, logics and even mathematics. 
The first extension of finite automata over finite or co-words is over c~-words (c~ is an 
infinite ordinal). Recently c~-automata find their way into the state-explosion problem 
of model checking [13]. However Bfichi's MSO theory (via automata) can only be 
extended to ordinals below o)2 [6]. Later Gurevich et al. show that the MSO theory 
(decidability, etc.) of ~J>co2 would depend on set-theoretic hypotheses [16]! If  we 
restrict ourselves in the framework of L(MP), the picture turns out more comfortable, 
e.g. the decidability result (even for any chain) is always true, because of the L-S-T,L 
for P-logics [28]. In a similar way the L(MP) theory can be extended to Y-automata 
and tree automata, etc. [31]. 
On the other hand the partition extensions of PTL are also quite intriguing. The 
propositional versions of P-logics (P taken as propositional connective) show the ad- 
vantages of easy-to-manipulate nd strong adaption to computer science [33]. 
A new result of Potthof, proved by a coding technique, claims that any regular 
word set can be described by at most two nested TC ~ operators in (FO ÷ TC~). 
The picture of GSH may be updated as such: the P-quantifier depths of formulas in 
L(P 1'I )[z~] = (FO + TCt)[z~] are less than or equal to two, so do the generalized star 
heights of regular sets (c_ Z*); and the question turns out to be: is there any formula 
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in L(P 1,1)[zz] with P-quantifier depth two? If the answer is Yes try to find an effective 
method to separate them out. 
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